
Thursday December 9, 2004 7:30 p.m.

Members present: Joel Cesaario, Dan Gilbert, Dave Lambert, Dave K, Nick Papp.

Call to order by Dan Gilbert at 7:30 pm.

November minutes were approved as written

Agenda was accepted as written

There were no comments from the floor

Old Business
Discussion on the special assessment:  The final ballot will be prepared and sent to Dan Gilbert for 
review.  He will attach a letter to the community explaining the need and the rationale.  Dave L. will 
prepare an outline of instructions and timelines to be attached to the ballot. Changes to the previous 
version include changing the one-time assessment from $700.00 to $730.00, this was done to offset the 
lag of one year for the annual assessment increase which will be due 1/31/06.  Joel C. said he would 
send a current list of homeowner addresses to Dave and Dan so the vote returns can be collected and 
counted accurately.

Tentative Sequence of Events
Week of 12/22-Mail ballots and cover letter to all residents

Week of 1/3-Ballots and letters received

1/13/05-Monthly board meeting open to all residents to address and
questions concerning the ballot

1/27/05-Special meeting to discuss the ballot and vote

Committee Reports
Treasures Report-Cash remains tight through the end of the year.  Joel confirmed that the 2005 annual 
assessments will be mailed with a one time payment of $600.00 due in January.  This is a change from 
recent years where the payment was made in 2 installments (1 in Jan and 1 in June).  This change will 
allow finances to be better controlled and will eliminate the administrative issues with 2 collections 
versus 1.

Social Committee-The Christmas party was held 12/5.  here was a tremendous turnout with many new 
faces and many new families attending.

Clubhouse-No new news

Architectural/Gas Lights-2 requests were approved.  Nick Papp has identified a new vendor (Outdoor 
Specialties of Elk Grove Village) to clean the gas lights.  The initial quotes offer significant savings 
over all previous quotes. The proposal suggests an $8.00 per light cleaning charge versus the 20--$20-
25.00 prior quotes. Nick will validate the proposal and engage the firm.  Nick also presented a couple 
cost effective upgrades to the gaslights.  First was various mantels that burn both cleaner and brighter.  
Nick will have 5 of these installed to see the effect.  Cost is approximately $60.00 each.  He also 



presented a decorative base for the poles.   Nick will have a sample installed on the first gas light on 
Barneswood to see how they look.  The cost for the bases would be approximately $150.00 each.

Commons-Jeff and Lance have been assessing the damage from the ice/snow in the commons.  They 
will present their proposal on Winter commons clean-up costs.

Pool-No new news

Meeting was adjourned at 9:00 pm

Minutes subject to approval


